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Guitar Circle Weekend in Berlin 

Die Wille, Wilhelmstr. 115, 10963 Berlin 

Friday 5th – Sunday 7th November 2010 

Meeting Report 

 
 

 

 

Author: George Porter 

 
 
 

This Guitar Circle Weekend in Berlin was held at “Die Wille” - a centre run by the German 

Protestant Church which supports children’s & youth projects. 

The facility is located in central Berlin–Mitte and is close to a number of places of 

interest: The Brandenburg Gate, The Reichstag, Unter den Linden, The Tiergarten, 

Checkpoint Charlie and Potsdamer Platz. There are shops, cafes and restaurants nearby 

to provide lunch and dinner for participants during the Weekend.   

 

 
 

Friday 5th November: Day 1 
 

The Berlin host team: Luis (House Manager), Gregory (Kitchen Coordinator) & George 

(Facilitator), arrive on site to prepare the facility for the Weekend. The beginning for the 

host team is acknowledged at 14:20.  

 

The facility being used is a converted loft space with a large seminar room for guitar 

circle work, a kitchen, four bedrooms and two bathrooms with toilets and communal 

showers!   

 

Work in the house begins with cleaning floors & bathrooms, moving furniture, preparing 

the bedrooms and the kitchen, and setting up the coffee station. Folkert arrives at c. 

15:30 and assists with the Housework. 

At c. 16:15, Martin & Thomas arrive together with Susanne & family who will be visiting 

the Weekend. Wolfgang arrives at c. 17:00.  

 

The heating in the facility is still low despite being turned on fully for some hours. This is 

reported to the Facilities Manager at Die Wille who investigates the central boiler in the 

basement. Some adjustments are made but have no effect. The Manager supplies us 

with extra blankets and the use of another seminar room in case it gets too cold to work 

as he is unable to get an engineer out immediately. 

 

Nicolas calls to report that he and Marian are delayed due to traffic and it is agreed to 

reschedule the Inaugural Meeting from 19:00 to 19:45. They both arrive at 19:30 so we 

can proceed although Mark will be missing as his flight is due to arrive much later. 
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On the notice board: 

 

 
 

Inaugural Meeting: 

 

19:45.  

 

We are nine people. 

 

We state: who we are; where we come from; what brought us here & what our Aim is. 

Mariana is also spoken for and her participation at-a-distance is acknowledged. 

Also best wishes from people within the Guitar Circle community are relayed. 

 

The Inaugural Meeting completes at 20:04 and is to be directly followed by a Meeting 

with Guitars. 

 

Meeting with Guitars I:  

 

20:10 

 

There are nine in the Circle. 

 

Martin presents a figure in triplets (from the current AAD course) played across the G & 

D open strings using alternate picking: GDD against 4 beats followed by GD against 4 

beats whilst counting in fours. Then the Mirror sequence is introduced: DGG, DG. This is 

extended with a minor blues pentatonic pattern (G, Bb, C, Db, G’) for the left hand. The 

counting becomes challenging for the team. 

 

Then work in playing octave patterns in high and low positions which leads into a blues 

progression in C following a C, F & G bass line. This is extended with requests for chords 

and solos from the Team, and then octave displacements in the bass line. 

 

Martin asks if anyone has anything to present. Folkert responds by dividing the Circle 

into three groups and presenting each group with chord sequences to be played in a 4 

against 3 rhythm. Each group in turn comes in after 1 bar of 4 which creates a 

polyrhythm. We play with this for some time and it proves challenging to maintain the 

rhythm within the groups but fun is had. 

 

The Meeting completes at 22:15.   

 

The Team prepares to go out for a late dinner and is joined by Mark arriving at 22:30. 
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Saturday 6th November: Day 2 
 

Rise at 07:00. 

 

The showers are warm and the heating now seems to be working properly. 

 

Morning Sitting at 07:30 

 

Breakfast at 08:19 – slightly delayed.  

Over breakfast, Mark introduces himself and states his Aim. 

It is recognised that this is the first international Guitar Circle where we can 

communicate in German. 
 

It is decided to meet with guitars at 09:45. 

 

Meeting with Guitars II: 

 

We are now complete with ten people in the Circle. 

 

Martin presents an extension of the First Primary with an eight note sequence beginning 

at the 5th position on the D string. The fingering is: 1-3-2-3-4-3-2-3. 

The sequence is then played across all strings in quarter notes, quarter note triplets, 8th 

and 16th notes with position shifts.  

Then the fingering pattern is modified to: 3-1-3-2-3-4-3-2. 

Some comments are made on the effects of the exercise on the 3rd finger. 

 

A Circulation using notes from the scale containing F# & C# (B minor/D major) is called 

for. After some time, it is suggested to prepare one’s note more in advance and also to 

look at ways to transform mistakes. The Circulation is extended with cascades. 

 

Pieces are requested from the Team which could be presented. “Pup!” and “Mr. Kelly” are 

played by a number of the Team. Then the theme to “Halloween” is presented and 

worked on by the whole Team.  

 

This is followed by Whizzing which requires some additional instruction in particular to 

avoid “pushing” the Whizz. 

 

The theme to “The Experiment in Terror” is then presented and parts are allocated to the 

team. It is decided to separate into three groups to work on lead, chords & bass. A break 

is called at 11:20. Afterwards the groups are to meet at 12:00 and the whole group to 

reconvene at 12:30. 

After the individual group sessions, the team meets back to play TEiT. More work is 

required on the chords and chord transitions. We also work on a D minor high and low 

chord zither-like circulation with returns as an ending for the piece. It is commented that 

more confidence is required with the circulation chords. 

 

We break for lunch at 13:15 and the next Circle Meeting is announced for 14:45. 

 

Meeting with Guitars III: 

 

14:49 

 

Martin requests pieces to be played by the team: “Pup!” and “Halloween” are played, 

followed by Folkert’s polyrhythmic idea. After some attempts, we stop and begin tapping 

and counting 4 against 3 patterns in order to better establish the rhythm. Returning to 

guitar, the idea is extended and rendered into Am pentatonic with on & off beat bass 

parts added. There are now four groups: one bass group and three chord groups who are 

each offset by a bar of four. Then each group in turn shifts minor thirds to move through 
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cycles of: A-C-Eb-C-A. The resulting harmonic displacements together with the 

polyrhythm effects catch the ears of many of the team. 

 

We then return to playing TEiT. However, issues with the chords and transitions still 

remain. It is suggested to increase the emphasis on the chord at the transition points.  

 

Break. 

 

Yoga Chi with Martin at 17:00 

 

We are due to receive visitors at 18:00 who will be given a presentation of the team’s 

work. It is not intended to be a performance.  

We begin to prepare the room situating chairs on the platform in front of the windows. 

The coffee station is also extended to cater for the visitors. 

 

Visitor Presentation I: 

 

c.18:20 

 

All visitors have arrived including some additions – in total six people, including: Jacopo 

& Sarah with their son, Renate Leisten & Christian de Santis.  

A mattress has also been placed in the centre of the Circle for those who wish to sit 

within. 

 

“Pup!”, Circulation in B minor, Figure in Triplets (with requested visitor support in tapping 

and counting the beats), Whizzes, “The Experiment in Terror”, “Halloween” & “Mr. Kelly” 

are presented. 

 

The presentation is completed at 18:45. 

 

 

The team socialises with the visitors and several of them join us for dinner at a nearby 

restaurant. 
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Sunday 7th November: Day 3 
 

Rise at 07:00. 

 

Morning Sitting at 07:30 

 

Breakfast at 08:15. 

Comments were made out about yesterday’s presentation and how sometimes it also felt 

like a performance.  

 

Meeting with Guitars IV: 

 

10:00 

 

As Mark indicated that he was keen to gain experience in leading the Circle, Martin 

requested that he begin leading this Meeting. Mark presents an exercise recently 

presented by Ignacio Gracian in the OCG IV/Orchestrina I Course in Argentina. The team 

divides into two and forms two lines with five people facing each other, c. 5 meters 

apart. In turn, each line moves together in step playing on the downbeat whilst moving 

forward and on the upbeat whilst moving backwards, in a sequence of 7, 5, 3, 2 & 1 

downbeats followed by upbeats. The sequence is also reversed: 1, 2, 3, 5 & 7. Moving 

altogether in a circle in these sequences whilst stepping to the beat (to the right on the 

downbeats & to the left on the upbeats) is also explored. 

 

Martin then presents a sequence on the 5th string using the low notes G, B & C# with the 

left hand finger combinations: 1-2-3, 2-3-1 & 3-1-2. Moving from 8th notes to 16th notes. 

 

Visitors arrive during the Meeting: Susanne & family and Svenja with children and seat 

themselves outside the circle. We continue to work. Martin presents an octave pattern 

with two variations: D-D’-D’’, D-E’-D’’ &  D-F’-D’’ with respective fingerings 3-1-4, 2-3-4 

& 1-3-4. Eight note sequences are played: straight-mirror-straight, ascending and 

descending. 

 

Martin requests that “Mr. Kelly” be played for the visitors. A trio stands and leaves the 

Circle to play in front of them. Martin announces himself as Circle Leader and we stand to 

follow him forming a snake which ends as a semi-circle in front of the visitors. 

“Halloween”, “Pup!”, a brief Circulation in D minor, followed by a natural note Circulation, 

TEiT and then Whizzing were presented. 

 

We take a break at 11:45 whereupon Thomas has to leave to catch his flight. 

 

A shop selling picks, strings and CDs opens run by Mark.  

Money matters for the Weekend are settled. 

The final meeting is called and proceeds at c. 12:40. 

 

Final Meeting: 

 

Final comments are requested along with practicalities. 

It is proposed to hold another Meeting in Berlin in the second half of February 2011. 

The Guitar Circle Weekend in Berlin was declared completed at 13:07. 

 

 

Departures.  

 

The Berlin team prepare the house for hand back to the owners and complete their work 

together. 
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The Guitar Circle Weekend Participants: 

 

 

 
 

Back row: Martin Schwutke, Wolfgang Apfel, George Porter, Nicolas Schmitt 

Front row: Gregory Jackson, Folkert Buis, Marian Hafenstein, Mark Butler, Luis Araya 

 

Thomas Gasser is not pictured above with the other participants due to an early departure but was 

captured in action below during the Weekend! 
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Guitar Circle Weekend Photo Gallery: 
 

 

“Die Wille” Facade: 

 

 
 

 

 

Room with a View I: 
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Room with a View II: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The Guitar Circle Space I: 
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The Guitar Circle Space II: 

 

 
 

 

The Kitchen: 
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The Dining Area (left): 

 

 
 

 

The Notice Board: 
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Bedroom Players: 
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The Director: 

 

 


